What persuades consumers to gravitate to a specific product in a store aisle? What is it about packaging that piques interest? Unusual structural design? Bold graphics? A distinctive brand identity? Chances are color attracts people first.

Silgan Plastics’ Penn Yan facility offers five stock colors for our mold available selection of PET bottles and jars. This option provides a lower cost solution and speed to market. These five stock colors - black, amber, cobalt blue, dark green and white, can be ordered in quantities as low as 10,000 pieces. Pricing is dependent on the bottle and quantity ordered.

Another great way to differentiate your product on the shelves is though decoration. Our Penn Yan facility has a large in-house decorating department with silk screen and PS labeling capabilities with 50,000 minimum run lengths. If you need a smaller quantity under 50,000, we can also provide you with a quote for outside decorating. Whatever your need, we can help your product stand out!

Penn Yan, NY Customer Service : 315.536.5690
Silgan Plastics : 1.800.2SILGAN

For more information on these bottles, jars and closures or other Silgan products, please contact your Silgan Plastics account manager or visit SilganPlastics.com